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In this paper, we show that for a range of configurations of inhomogeneous magnetic fields, it is possible
to create flat bands of Majorana states localized on the edges of two-dimensional lattices. Majorana bound
states have been predicted to exist in both one-dimensional and two-dimensional systems with Rashba spin-orbit
coupling, magnetic fields, and placed in proximity to a superconductor. For the proposed systems, we present
the topological phase diagrams, and we study the conditions for weak topology which predict the formation of
bands of Majorana states. The Majorana bands are demonstrated to be relatively stable with respect to a variety
of different perturbations on both square and hexagonal lattices.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Majorana fermions are fermionic particles which are their
own antiparticle [1]. The possibility of creating Majorana
bound states in the laboratory in condensed-matter systems, as
well as their possible application to quantum computing [2–4],
has instigated a large body of work in this area in recent years.
The existence of Majorana bound states in spin-orbit coupled
wires in proximity to a superconducting substrate has been
proposed theoretically [5–7] and investigated experimentally
[8–11], though a definitive confirmation of the existence of
the Majorana bound state has not yet been given. Via the
bulk-boundary correspondence, the existence of the Majoranas
at boundaries can be shown to be related to the topology of
the bulk band structure [12]. There now exists a large variety
of theoretical models which possess Majorana states in one
dimension (1D), quasi-1D, and 2D systems [13–54].

In the experimental systems, spin-orbit coupling is crucial
for the existence of the topologically nontrivial regime.
However, it is also possible to create the necessary physics
with a nonuniform magnetic field. In the reference frame
of the magnetic field, this inhomogeneity is naturally very
similar to a spin-orbit interaction. One proposal to realize such
inhomogeneous field configurations is to deposit magnetic
atoms on a superconducting substrate [13,37,38,43–45,55,56],
which has also been checked experimentally [53]. The bound
states that form at the magnetic impurities, called Shiba
states, then form a lattice of nonuniform magnetic moments
[57,58]. Helical magnetism gives rise to similar phenomena
[29,32–34]. Instead of focusing on a particular origin for the
inhomogeneous magnetic fields, we consider the magnetic
inhomogeneity as a free parameter and explore the phase space
as a function of possible forms of inhomogeneity. This allows
one to locate the phases in which Majorana bound states can
form.

We are interested in 2D superconducting systems in the
D and BDI class in the usual classification [59]. A gapped
superconductor in the topological class D can be in either a
topologically trivial or nontrivial phase described in 2D by
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a Z invariant. Without closing the gap, it is impossible to
change from one phase to the other. It can be demonstrated
that a topologically nontrivial system has edge states at
the boundaries [12,60]. In our case, these are zero-energy
Majorana states and always come in pairs. A BDI system, on
the other hand, has, strictly speaking, no topological ground
state in 2D. In this case, we can map particular configurations to
a set of effective 1D BDI wires, each of which is characterized
by a Z invariant. The topological ground state is protected
only insofar as the effective wires remain independent. For our
purposes, it is sufficient to consider the parity of the relevant Z
invariant, which is itself a Z2 invariant which takes the values
δ = 1 or δ = −1 in the topologically trivial and nontrivial
phases, respectively.

The existence of multiple edge states can be understood
through the concept of “weak” topology. If the system has
translational invariance along one direction, with boundaries
parallel to this direction, then by performing a 1D Fourier
transform, the 2D system can be decomposed into a set
of independent 1D systems, with each one labeled by the
appropriate quantum number. Each of these independent 1D
systems can, in principle, be either topologically trivial or
nontrivial, labeled by its own invariant δn, and thus, via the
bulk-boundary correspondence, either host edge states or not
as appropriate. By calculating the bulk topological invariant
for each 1D Hamiltonian, we can find the total number of edge
states for a 2D lattice with specific boundaries. We refer to
the existence of many such edge states, which are not fully
protected, as weak topology. We refer to the resulting plots,
which show the number of Majorana edge states, as weak
topological phase diagrams, though strictly speaking it is, of
course, not a phase diagram for the full system.

Multiple Majorana bound states have already been pre-
dicted in several systems. Quasi-1D many-band wires can
host a small number of Majorana states at the ends of the
wire [26,31,36]. Ladders and coupled chains also allow one
to build up models with multiple Majoranas by combining
the edge states existing for wires [40,46–49]. Flat bands of
Andreev bound states [61] have been predicted to occur at the
edge of 2D topological superconductors, and dispersionless
bands of Majorana states will occur in the edge of 2D square
lattices, provided the spin-orbit coupling parallel to the edge
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can be neglected [47]. Flat bands have been predicted in
several alternative systems such as (dxy + p)-wave topological
superconductors [62–64] and (p + ip) superconductors [39].
Flat bands of Majoranas in systems with s-wave coupling
have been studied in spin-orbit coupled systems [65]. The
setup we consider here, where spin-orbit coupling is played
by the magnetic inhomogeneity of Shiba states, has received
only limited attention [66] and no detailed examination of the
stability of the flat bands or their topology exists. In this paper,
we address these issues for a range of magnetic inhomogeneity
and lattice structures.

The systems we consider have two possible realizations:
magnetic adatoms on a surface, or a 2D lattice with an
externally created inhomogeneous magnetic field. Magnetic
adatoms on a superconducting substrate will have a very
low hopping parameter and thus a small bandwidth. This
allows one to access what would otherwise be very high
magnetic fields and chemical potentials, measured in units
of the hopping. In general, we show results for a large range of
parameters to make the structure of the phase diagrams clear.
In the case of real solid-state lattices, only a small portion
would be experimentally accessible. The superconducting gap
would also then be orders of magnitude smaller than that
used in the figures here. We have chosen the values to aid
numerical computation and visualization, but the choice makes
no difference to the underlying physics. In comparison to
lattices with Rashba coupling, one advantage of the model
used here is that Majoranas can be found for much smaller
dopings (chemical potentials) and magnetic field strengths.

We find flat bands of Majorana edge states for a wide
range of magnetic fields and parameters, in both square and
hexagonal lattices. We also check the stability of these bands
with respect to perturbations along the edge of a square lattice.

This paper is organized as follows: in Sec. II, we introduce
the generic model we use for different lattices. In Secs. III
and IV, we look at the existence and stability of flat bands of
Majorana states in square and hexagonal lattices, respectively.
We conclude in Sec. V.

II. TIGHT-BINDING MODEL FOR NANORIBBONS WITH
ROTATING MAGNETIC FIELD AND INDUCED

SUPERCONDUCTIVITY

We start from a Bogoliubov–de Gennes Hamiltonian on a
general two-dimensional lattice written in the Nambu basis,
�̃j = (ψ̃j,↑,ψ̃j,↓,ψ̃

†
j,↓,−ψ̃

†
j,↑)T , where ψ̃

†
j,σ creates a particle

of spin σ at site j . We use Pauli matrices �σ for the spin subspace
and �τ for the particle-hole subspace. The full Hamiltonian is

H̃ = H̃0 + H̃B, (1)

where the first term is

H̃0 =
∑

j

�̃
†
j [−μτ z − �τ x]�̃j − t

2

∑
〈i,j〉

�̃
†
i τ

z�̃j . (2)

Here, μ is the chemical potential, t is the hopping strength, and
� is the induced superconducting pairing. For now, we keep
the nature of the two-dimensional lattice, which is encoded
here in the form of the nearest-neighbor coupling terms 〈i,j 〉,
completely general. In this work, we will focus on square- and
hexagonal-lattice ribbons with two edges, and with periodic

boundary conditions imposed along one direction, but the
results can be straightforwardly generalized to other types of
lattices. We set t = � = 1 throughout.

The second term in Eq. (1) is a Zeeman magnetic field of
strength B given by

H̃B = B
∑

j

�̃
†
j n̂j · �σσσ ′�̃j , (3)

which can locally vary its orientation n̂j . Here we take the
rotation characteristics and the strength of the magnetic field
to be free parameters, whether the physical origin of the field is
intrinsic, due to an applied field, the substrate, or to magnetic
adatoms. To understand the energy scales in the following, we
note here that for B = � = μ = 0, the square lattice has a
bandwidth of 4t , while the hexagonal lattice has a bandwidth
of 3t and a Van-Hove singularity at 0.5t .

Crucially, the Hamiltonians we consider anticommute with
the particle-hole operator C = eiϕσ y ⊗ τ yK , where K is
complex conjugation and ϕ is an arbitrary phase: {C,H } = 0.
This ensures that any pair of zero-energy states in the system
can be written as a pair of Majorana states. In addition we often
have the chiral symmetry {P,H } = 0, where P = σ z ⊗ τ y ,
though its exact form will depend on the magnetic field used.
This particular P is valid for a magnetic field confined to the
xz spin plane. This additional property means that Majoranas
on a single edge of the system do not hybridize and destroy
each other [47,67]. As we shall see in Sec. III C, breaking
this symmetry, by using a nonplanar magnetic field, has
consequences for the stability of the Majorana states.

The first step is to remove the magnetic inhomogeneity by
an appropriate gauge transformation [32,34,68], which will
introduce an effective spin-orbit coupling into the lattice. If
we parametrize the orientation as

n̂j = (cos ϕj sin θj , sin ϕi sin θj , cos θj ), (4)

then a rotation �̃j = Tj�j which diagonalizes the magnetic
field term, such that

T†
j n̂j · �σ Tj = σ z, (5)

can be written as

Tj = e− iϕj

2 σ z

e− iθj

2 σ y

. (6)

We begin by assuming that the magnetic field is rotating in
a single plane in spin space and along a single orientation in
real space, with θi = θ0 and ϕi = 2π �q · �Ri + ϕ0. As neither θ0

nor ϕ0 make any difference to the physics under investigation,
we make the further simplification ϕ0 = 0 and θ0 = π/2, such
that the magnetic field is in-plane. The condition θi = π/2
will be relaxed later. For the most part, we focus on the effects
of changing the real-space direction given by �q and we use
the phrase “orientation of the magnetic field” to refer to this
real-space direction.

This gauge transformation results in the Hamiltonian H̃ →
H = H0 + HZ + Hso, where the last term is generated from
the kinetic energy. The pairing term is invariant under such
a rotation and by construction H̃B → HZ, i.e., a diagonal
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homogeneous Zeeman field. More explicitly,

H0 =
∑

j

�
†
j [−μτ z − �τ x]�j

− t

2

∑
〈i,j〉

�
†
i cos[π �q · �δij ]τ z�j , (7)

and

HZ = B
∑

j

�
†
jσ

z�j . (8)

Here, �δij is the real-space vector between nearest neighbors
i and j . The effective spin-orbit coupling term generated in
addition to H0 is

Hso = t

2

∑
〈i,j〉

�
†
i iσ

x sin[π �q · �δij ]τ z�j . (9)

Note that in addition to the spin-orbit term, the gauge
transformation also modifies the kinetic energy. This is due
to the diagonal and spin-symmetric component of scattering
from the inhomogeneous Zeeman field. Although it is possible
to write an effective low-energy theory which can capture
most features of the Majorana states, the full topological phase
diagram information can only be gained by treating the band
structure correctly at the appropriate points.

The effective spin-orbit interaction has some different
properties from the intrinsic Rashba spin-orbit interaction,
which is present when inversion symmetry is broken. A Rashba
coupling of strength α,

HR = iα
∑
〈i,j〉

�
†
i (�δij × �σ ) · ẑτ z�j , (10)

preserves, up to an appropriate spin rotation, the underlying
rotational symmetry of the lattice. However, the effective
coupling given in Eq. (9), because of the form of the rotating
field, automatically breaks this symmetry. One consequence of
this is that it is possible to construct edges which are parallel to
the direction along which the effective spin-orbit acts. This is
impossible for a real Rashba interaction. Conversely, it is also
possible for it to act exactly perpendicular to an edge; again,
this is not possible for Rashba. As we shall see in Secs. III and
IV, this has consequences for the weak topological phases of
the systems. Due to the different underlying symmetry, it is not
possible to map the kind of inhomogeneous field we consider
to Rashba coupling in 2D. Rashba coupling breaks {P,H } 
= 0
and thus such a system cannot host Majorana flat bands [47].

In the following two sections, we focus specifically on
square and hexagonal lattices as examples of the formation
of extended Majorana edge states.

Equations (1)–(3) represent a minimal effective model
for the physics we are interested in. Real system are likely
to have longer-range hopping also present. However, the
inclusion of weaker longer-range hopping makes only a small
quantitative difference to the results we show. As we are
principally interested in the topological properties of the band,
a low-energy description suffices. These conclusions only
change in the limit where one must consider hopping over
a large length scale [56].

III. THE SQUARE LATTICE

A square lattice with Rashba spin-orbit coupling can
possess either one or two Majorana states along an edge, but
flat bands are forbidden by the symmetries of the problem; see
Appendix B for a complete discussion. As we demonstrate in
the following sections, for the inhomogeneous magnetic fields
under consideration, it is possible to have not merely two, but
many Majorana states coexisting along the edge in the weak
topological phase.

A. Bulk effective topological phase diagram for a lattice with a
rotating magnetic field

For a 2D Hamiltonian in the D symmetry class, the relevant
topological invariant δ = (−1)ν , where ν is the Chern number,
can be determined by a consideration of the parities of the
filled bands at the time-reversal invariant (TRI) momenta
[20,21]. For a BDI system, properly speaking, there is no
topological invariant describing the ground state. Nonetheless,
we find it useful to define an equivalent invariant δ which
describes the existence of band inversion and is related to the
topological invariants of effective 1D wires after a suitable
Fourier transform. The calculation of this bulk property is
not significantly different from the parity of the topological
invariant for a square lattice with spin-orbit terms [19–23,69].
The Hamiltonian can be written, after a Fourier transform, as
H = ∑

�k �
†
�kH(�k)��k , with

H(�k)=

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

f (�k) + B L�k −� 0

L∗
�k f (�k) − B 0 −�

−� 0 B − f (�k) L�k
0 −� L∗

�k −f (�k) − B

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠.

(11)

We have

f (�k) = −t(cos[kx] cos[πqx] + cos[ky] cos[πqy]) − μ, (12)

with �q describing the form of the magnetic field. The effective
spin-orbit coupling term is

L�k = −it(sin[kx] sin[πqx] + sin[ky] sin[πqy]), (13)

which crucially vanishes at the TRI momenta, �̂(1,2,3,4) =
({π,π},{π,2π},{2π,π},{2π,2π}) defined by �̂i = −�̂i + Ĝ,
with Ĝ a reciprocal lattice vector.

After a change of basis the Hamiltonian at the TRI momenta
can be written in block diagonal form as

H(�̂i) =
(
H̄(�̂i) 0

0 −H̄(�̂i)

)
, (14)

where

H̄(�̂i) =
(

B + f (�̂i) −�

−� B − f (�̂i)

)
. (15)

The invariant is then

δ = sgn
4∏

i=1

det

(
B + f (�̂i) −�

−� B − f (�̂i)

)
. (16)
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FIG. 1. (Color online) Bulk phase diagram showing band inver-
sion as a function of B and μ for a square lattice with � = 0.4; blue
is the δ = 1 phase and red is the δ = −1 phase; see main text. Left
panel: �q = (1/3,0). Right panel: �q = (3/4,0). The phase diagrams
are symmetric in μ and B and hence only positive values are shown.

When δ = −1, there is band inversion, i.e., the parity switches
between TRI momenta an odd number of times, and for δ = 1,
there is no band inversion. δ = −1 is therefore equivalent
to topologically nontrivial phases and δ = 1 to topologically
trivial phases. That there is no true topological invariant can
be understood via the bulk-boundary theorem as it is always
possible to choose edges such that there are no Majorana edge
states for either value of δ.

Examples of the bulk “phase” diagram are shown in Fig. 1.
As can be seen from these figures, a particular phase diagram
for B and μ retains a familiar overall pattern, and shares
some features with the bulk topological phase diagram for
the Rashba system; see Fig. 16 in Appendix B. However,
the behavior as a function of the direction and speed of the
magnetic field can be rather complex. Here we show results
for two exemplary inhomogeneous fields. Clearly, for specific
B, μ, and �, it is possible to change the topology simply by
changing �q.

B. The weak topological phase diagram and flat bands

The form of L�k that we found for the effective spin-orbit
coupling allows us to determine the full weak topological
phase diagram in some simple cases. As an example, we
consider a lattice with straight edges along x = 1 and x =
N ′. If we impose periodic boundary conditions along the
y direction, perpendicular to the direction of the magnetic
field inhomogeneity �q = (qx,0), then we have a set of N

effectively independent wires labeled by kn = 2πn/N with
n = 1,2, . . . ,N . Unlike for intrinsic Rashba coupling (see
Appendix B), we have Lπ,k = L2π,k = 0 and all independent
wires can, in principle, be topologically nontrivial. The
topological invariant for an independent effective wire is

δn = sgn[det H̄(π,kn) det H̄(2π,kn)]

= sgn[B2 − �2 − f 2(π,kn)][B2 − �2 − f 2(2π,kn)],

(17)

with

f (kx,kn) = −t(cos[kx] cos[πqx] + cos[kn]) − μ. (18)

The system can now support many weak topologically non-
trivial Majorana bound states along the edges of the square

Majorana pair density

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Majorana pair density

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

(t)(t)

(t) (t)

FIG. 2. (Color online) Weak topological phase diagram as a
function of B and μ for a square lattice with � = 0.4 showing
the density of Majorana pairs. Left panel: �q = (1/3,0). Right panel:
�q = (3/4,0). Periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) are imposed along
ŷ with N = 100, and with edges running along the same direction.

lattice. In Fig. 2, we plot the Majorana pair density, defined as
ργ ≡ Nγ /N , where Nγ is the number of Majorana edge states
along a single edge, and N is the total possible number of
Majoranas, one pair for each effective wire. Broadly speaking,
it overlaps the structure familiar from the bulk topological
phase diagram. As for the lattice with Rashba coupling,
there are bulk topologically trivial regions which can support
Majorana edge states. The possible number of Majorana edge
states here is, however, much higher.

For a square lattice, we can write the Hamiltonian for
an effective wire, after the Fourier transform along the
longitudinal direction, as

Hn = −
N ′∑

j=1

�
†
n,j

{(
t cos

2πn

N
cos πqy + μ

)
τ z + �τ x

−t sin
2πn

N
sin πqy σ yτ z − Bσ z

}
�n,j

− t

2

∑
〈i,j〉

�
†
n,i(cos πqx − iσ x sin πqx)τ z�n,j . (19)

The total 2D Hamiltonian is H = ∑N
n=1 Hn.

A typical band structure, in a topologically nontrivial phase,
is shown in Fig. 3. As for the hexagonal lattice and contrary to
the system with spin-orbit coupling, which can support at most
two Majorana bound states along an edge, there are flat bands
of Majorana edge states. As discussed in Sec. I, the weakly
protected topology of these Majorana states is connected with
the decomposition of the system into a set of independent 1D
systems. In the following section, we investigate to what extent
these states survive as we perturb the model.

C. Stability of the Majorana bands

We can now study how the number of Majorana bound
states changes as we alter the direction of the rotating magnetic
field, and as we distort the boundaries. For the square lattice, it
should be clear that the many weak topological Majoranas
depend on there being a component of the magnetic field
orientation perpendicular to the edge. If �q is parallel to the
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0 20 40 60 80 100
n

−0.4

−0.2

0

0.2

0.4

ε n (t
)

FIG. 3. A portion of the band structure of a square-lattice
nanoribbon in the topologically nontrivial regime. Flat bands of
Majoranas are clearly visible. B = 1, μ = 0.5, �q = (1/3,0), � = 0.4,
and the nanoribbon has a size N = N ′ = 100.

edge, there are, of course, no Majoranas present. We will
consider three different perturbations to the system. The first
is to vary the direction of �q to see how quickly the flat bands
are destroyed. In this case, the momentum-resolved picture
remains always true and there are two mechanisms by which
the flat bands can disappear: either the bulk gap must close
over a range of momenta or the gap-closing points can move,
destroying the Majorana states as they go. This is only the gap
closing and opening for individual momentum kn resolved
systems.

The second type of perturbation we consider is to distort the
boundary, causing scattering between the previously uncou-
pled longitudinal momenta. Although the Majorana edge states
do not couple and thus cannot destroy each other, provided
they have the appropriate symmetry [40,47,67], scattering can
occur between the Majoranas and the finite-energy states near
the gap-closing points. This is one possible mechanism for
destroying the flat bands when scattering is allowed between
different momenta k. As we only distort the edge, the bulk
states and the bulk topology remain unaffected.

Lastly, we will consider the case where θi is not a constant,
and also vary the plane in which the magnetic field changes.
This breaks the “symmetry” {P,H } = 0 and the Majorana
states can now hybridize, destroying each other. In this case,
we see that the flat bands are much more delicate than for
θi = θ0.

In those cases where it is no longer possible to derive
the weak topology analytically, we perform numerical sim-
ulations. By diagonalizing the tight-binding Hamiltonians
for particular lattices, we can count the number of zero-
energy states. “Zero energy,” in this case, means exponentially
small in the transverse system size. It is therefore normally
straightforward to insert a cutoff between the nominally
zero-energy states and the rest of the bands crossing the gap,
provided the system is large enough.

Figure 4 shows results for the Majorana pair density as
a function of the chemical potential and orientation of the
rotating field direction, η, where �q = |�q|(cos η, sin η). As the
direction of the rotating magnetic field changes, the number
of Majorana states is reduced. For a rotating field orientated

Majorana pair density

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Majorana pair density

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

(t) (t)

FIG. 4. (Color online) Numerical results for the density of Majo-
rana pairs, i.e., the weak topological phase diagram, for a square
lattice with open boundary conditions (OBCs) along x̂, periodic
boundary conditions (PBCs) along ŷ, and with N = 100, B = 1,
� = 0.4, and �q = |�q|(cos η, sin η). On the left, |�q| = 1/3, and on the
right, |�q| = 3/4.

parallel to the edge, there can be no Majorana states. However,
the Majorana edge states are not very sensitive to small changes
in the field orientation and large numbers of edge states can
exist for a wide range of rotating fields. For the right-hand
panel of Fig. 4, with |�q| = 3/4, the angles at which the change
in the field perpendicular to the edge becomes commensurate
with the lattice show up as additional lines of zero Majorana
pair density. For these special values, there is effectively no
change in �B along a line perpendicular to the edge.

By considering the band structure as a function of η, one
can see that the slow destruction of Majoranas is related to the
shift of the gap-closing points. As this happens, different kn

resolved wires undergo the phase transition from topologically
nontrivial to trivial, “destroying” the Majoranas. The bulk
bands are only slowly modified as a function of η.

Figure 5 shows results for the Majorana pair density as the
edge of the system is distorted. As the edge perturbation does
not affect the bulk, these Majoranas can only be destroyed
by mixing with the states at the gap-closing points in the
band structure; see Fig. 3. Several different types of cut into
the edge were tested and all showed similar results. For a
small chemical potential, the disorder induces a drop in the
number of Majorana edge states; for intermediate to large μ,
the Majoranas seem robust to all types of perturbation that we
tested.

In general, the change in sign of δ, which can be seen
in Fig. 1, does not have any noticeable effect on the results
of Fig. 5, and no change in behavior is observable as the
system crosses between phases. This is expected, as the sign
of δ is only related to whether there are an even or odd
number of Majorana edge state pairs and this is masked by
the large number of weak topological Majorana edge states.
Nonetheless, we do observe that the Majorana states are most
delicate in the trivial region closest to μ = 0.

The weak Majorana states are much less stable if the form
of the magnetic field is more complicated, for example if we
allow θj to vary, such that the field is no longer confined to
a single plane. The gauge field can now introduce scattering
between different longitudinal momenta kn and, as {P,H } 
= 0,
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μ (t) μ (t)

FIG. 5. (Color online) Numerical results for the Majorana pair
density for a square lattice with OBCs along x̂ and PBCs along ŷ

with N = 30, N ′ = 80, B = 1, and � = 0.4. Shown is the Majorana
pair density. The solid black lines are the analytical results. Red
circles correspond to a system with a semicircular cut of radius 2.5
at one edge, the blue squares to two semicircular cuts of radius 1.5 at
a distance of five lattice sites, and the green diamonds to a ribbon for
which every other site on one edge was removed. In both (a) and (b),
the bands of Majoranas are stable, showing a small reduction in the
number of states only for small chemical potentials μ � 0.5.

the Majorana states can hybridize and destroy each other,
opening a finite-energy gap [47,67]. This, in turn, implies
that the Majorana edge states can be more susceptible to
changes in the field orientations. If θj = π/2 + 2π �� · �Rj , then
the effective spin-orbit coupling term generated in addition to
H0 is now

Hso = − t

2

∑
〈i,j〉

�
†
i Sij�j , (20)

where

Sij = −iσ z sin[π �� · ( �Ri + �Rj )] sin[π �q · �δij ]

− iσ x cos[π �� · ( �Ri + �Rj )] sin[π �q · �δij ]

+ iσ y sin[π �� · �δij ] cos[π �q · �δij ]. (21)

The effective spin-orbit terms now depends on the absolute
position, not just the relative position. Similarly, the kinetic
term is now

H0 =
∑

j

�
†
j [−μτ z − �τ x]�j

− t

2

∑
〈i,j〉

�
†
i cos[π �q · �δij ] cos[π �� · �δij ]τ z�j . (22)

HZ remains the same.
In Fig. 6(a), we present results for the weak topological

phase diagram for �q = |�q|(cos η, sin η) and �� = (0.1,0). As
η is varied such that the fields are no longer orientated
perpendicular to the edge of the lattice, the Majorana states are
very quickly destroyed by intraband scattering. Nonetheless,
provided we tune to the point where the magnetic field is
perpendicular to the edge, it is still possible to obtain many

μ (t) μ (t)

FIG. 6. (Color online) Numerical results for the density of Ma-
jorana pairs for a square lattice as a function of field orientation and
chemical potential. The system has OBCs along x̂ and PBCs along ŷ

with N = 30 and N ′ = 80. The other parameters are B = 1, � = 0.4,
�q = 1/3(cos η, sin η), and �� = (0.1,0). (a) The case for η = 0 and
different distortions to the edge, as for Fig. 5(a). (b) The density of
Majorana pairs as a function of η; the Majorana flat bands are very
quickly destroyed by intraband scattering as η is altered.

Majorana states. Figure 6(b) shows the effect on the Majorana
pair density of cutting into one edge, and the states are more
delicate than in the case θj = π/2; compare with Fig. 5(b).

IV. HEXAGONAL LATTICE

The bulk topological phase diagram for isotropic and non-
isotropic hexagonal lattices with Rashba spin-orbit coupling
has been extensively studied before [52]. In addition, there
are numerical investigations of the existence and nature of
the Majorana edge states in the appropriate phases [51].
One important difference between the hexagonal- and square-
lattice phase diagrams is the dependence on the Rashba spin-
orbit coupling α. For a square lattice, neglecting finite-size
effects, one merely requires α 
= 0. For a hexagonal lattice, the
value of α explicitly enters the determination of the topological
invariant. Examples of the topological phase diagram for a
Rashba hexagonal-lattice system are shown in Fig. 17 in
Appendix B. In contrast to a square lattice, due to the lattice
symmetry of the TRI momenta, there is no topologically trivial
phase with four Majorana edge states on a hexagonal lattice,
regardless of the type of edges.

A. Bulk effective topological phase diagram

The inhomogeneous magnetic fields we use break the
symmetry required to calculate the bulk topological order or
parity on a hexagonal lattice. The methods used to treat Rashba
spin-orbit coupling on the square lattice can be generalized to
work on a hexagonal lattice (see Appendix B and Ref. [52]), but
do not help here. Nonetheless, one can still find the gap-closing
points and analyze numerically the parity at the TRI momenta.
After a Fourier transform (see Appendix A), the Hamiltonian
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can be written as H = ∑
�k �

†
�kH(�k)��k , with

H(�k) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎝

f (�k) + B L�k −� 0
−L�k f (�k) − B 0 −�

−� 0 B − f (�k) −L∗
−�k

0 −� L∗
−�k − f (�k) − B

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎠,

(23)

where in the sublattice space,

f (�k) = − t

2

∑
{�δ}

cos[π �q · �δ]

(
0 ei�k·�δ

e−i�k·�δ 0

)
, (24)

and

L�k = it

2

∑
{�δ}

sin[π �q · �δ]

(
0 ei�k·�δ

e−i�k·�δ 0

)
. (25)

B and � are diagonal in the sublattice space. �δ are the nearest-
neighbor vectors between A and B atoms:

{�δ} =
{(√

3

2
,−1

2

)
,

(
−

√
3

2
,−1

2

)
,(0,1)

}
. (26)

See Fig. 15 for a schematic of the convention used. Finally, we
note that

�k =
(

2πn√
3Nx

,
4πm

3Ny

)
, (27)

where n = 1,2, . . . ,Nx and m = 1,2, . . . ,Ny .
For the hexagonal lattice, no simple combination of

L�k vanishes at all of the TRI momenta. However, we
can still find the gap-closing points which must separate
regions of different bulk topology. The TRI momenta are
�i = {(0,0),(0,2π/3),(π/

√
3,π/3),(π/

√
3,−π/3)}, though it

is only necessary to consider �1,2 as H (�3,4) = H (�2). The
bulk topological phase diagram as a function of magnetic
field strength and chemical potential, determined from the
gap-closing points at the TRI momenta, is shown in Fig. 7.
It has a broadly similar structure to the square-lattice phase

FIG. 7. (Color online) Bulk phase diagram for a hexagonal lattice
with a rotating field along ŷ. � = 0.4 and, on the left, �q = (0,1/3),
and on the right, �q = (1/3,0). The solid white lines are the gap-closing
points separating regions of different parity properties; the dashed
white lines are gap-closing points between regions of equivalent δ,
which has been determined from a numerical analysis of exemplary
spectra within the phases, where blue is the δ = 1 phase and red is
the δ = −1 phase.

diagram, shown in Fig. 1, but with a different cut into the large
δ = −1 phase region, and shows some similarities with the
Rashba result; see Fig. 17.

B. The weak topological phase diagram and flat bands

The system also supports many Majorana states in weak
topological phases depending on the orientation of the edges
and the rotating magnetic field. For zigzag edges, we can
perform the Fourier transform along the x direction (see
Appendix A), giving H = ∑

n Hn with

Hn =
2N ′∑
j=1

�
†
n,j [−μτ z + Bσ z − �τ x]�n,j

−t

2N ′−1∑
j=1

[
�

†
n,j

(
fj
n 0

0 −[
fj
−n

]∗

)
�n,j+1 + H.c.

]
, (28)

for n = 1,2, . . . ,N . fj
n contains the hopping and spin-orbit

terms and is given by

fj∈even
n = e−iσ xπqy = cos[πqy] − iσ x sin[πqy],

(29)
fj∈odd
n = e

πni
N eiσ x π

2 (
√

3qx+qy ) + e− πni
N e−iσ x π

2 (
√

3qx−qy ).

A typical band structure, in a topologically nontrivial phase,
is shown in Fig. 8 for a zigzag edge and in Fig. 9 for an
armchair edge. Again, as for a square lattice, there are flat
bands of Majoranas.

For armchair edges, we can perform the Fourier transform
along the y direction, giving H = ∑

n Hn with

Hn =
N ′∑

j=1

∑
�=A,B

�
†
n,j,�[−μτ z + Bσ z − �τ x]�n,j,�

−t

N ′−1∑
j=1

∑
±

�
†
n,j,A

(
g±1

n 0

0 −[
g±1

−n

]∗

)
�n,j±1,B + H.c.

−t

N ′∑
j=1

�
†
n,j,A

(
g0

n 0

0 −[
g0

−n

]∗

)
�n,j,B + H.c., (30)

0 20 40 60 80 100
n

−0.4

−0.2

0

0.2

0.4

ε n (t
)

FIG. 8. A portion of the band structure of a zigzag-edged
hexagonal nanoribbon in the topologically nontrivial regime. Flat
bands of Majoranas are clearly visible. B = μ = 1, �q = (0,1/3),
� = 0.4, and the nanoribbon has a size N = 100 and N ′ = 50.
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0 20 40 60 80 100
n

−0.4

−0.2

0

0.2

0.4
ε n (t

)

FIG. 9. A portion of the band structure of an armchair-edged
hexagonal nanoribbon in the topologically nontrivial regime. Flat
bands of Majoranas are clearly visible. B = 1, μ = 0.5, �q = (1/3,0),
� = 0.4, and the nanoribbon has a size N = 100 and N ′ = 50.

for n = 1,2, . . . ,N with

g0
n = e

2πni
3N e−iσ xπqy ,

(31)
g±1

n = e− πni
3N e−iσ x π

2 (±√
3qx+qy ).

Note that in this case, the sublattice is left explicit and
labeled by � = A,B; see Appendix A. For such a ladder, each
independent Hn can support four rather than two Majorana
states. In this case, we redefine the Majorana pair density as
ργ ≡ Nγ /2N . As the system has a Z2 topological invariant,
a ladder supporting four Majorana bound states is in a
topologically trivial phase; this can have consequences for the
stability of the edge states, as we shall see shortly. Schematics
of the effective wire and ladder systems are shown in Fig. 10.
Numerical results for the weak topological phase diagram as
a function of B and μ are shown in Fig. 11 for different
inhomogeneous fields. The transition to the large region of
lower Majorana pair density inside the bulk topological phase
is caused by the bulk gap closing over a large range of
momenta.

C. Stability of the Majorana bands

Figure 12 shows the weak topological phase diagram for
a hexagonal lattice with both zigzag and armchair edges as
a function of the magnetic field direction. The zigzag edges

(a)

(b)

FIG. 10. Schematics of the lattice structure of the effective wires
for system with (a) zigzag edges [see the Hamiltonian (28)] and (b)
armchair edges [see the Hamiltonian (30)]. Solid, dashed, and dotted
lines label different hopping and spin-orbit terms.

Majorana pair density

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Majorana pair density

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

(t) (t)

(t)(t)

FIG. 11. (Color online) Numerical results for the density of
Majoranas for a hexagonal lattice with � = 0.4 and |�q| = 1/3,
perpendicular to the edge. On the left are results for a nanoribbon
with zigzag edges and with N ′ = 100 and N = 100. Shown is the
density of Majorana pairs. On the right is a nanoribbon with armchair
edges and N ′ = 100 and N = 50.

show a stable plateau of edge states which drops suddenly
close to η ≈ 0.2π . This can be understood by considering the
corresponding band structures. Changing η affects the bulk
bands closing the gap; as soon as these bands close, a large
number of Majorana edge states are destroyed, giving the
observed sudden falloff. For the armchair edge, the situation is
similar to the square lattice, for which the gap-closing points
shift as a function of the angle η, “destroying” the Majorana
bound states in the process.

Due to the complicated interplay between the rotating field
and the hexagonal lattice, the maximum number of Majorana
bound states is not constrained to occur for a magnetic field
orientation �q perpendicular to the edge. In Fig. 13, the weak
topological phase diagram is shown for |q| = 3/4, which has
plateaus of large Majorana pair density at various η.

An exception to the previously mentioned ways of destroy-
ing the Majorana states can be seen for the feature at μ = 0,
η = π/2, where a large number of edge states are present. Two

Majorana pair density

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Majorana pair density

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

(t) (t)

FIG. 12. (Color online) Numerical results for the density of
Majoranas for a hexagonal lattice with B = 1, � = 0.4, and �q =
1/3(cos η, sin η). On the left are results for a nanoribbon with zigzag
edges and with N ′ = N = 100. Shown is the density of Majorana
pairs. On the right is a nanoribbon with armchair edges and N ′ = 173
and N = 58.
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Majorana pair density

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

Majorana pair density

0 0.2 0.4 0.6 0.8 1.0

(t) (t)

FIG. 13. (Color online) Numerical results for the density of
Majoranas for a hexagonal lattice with B = 1, � = 0.4, and �q =
3/4(cos η, sin η). On the left are results for a nanoribbon with zigzag
edges and with N ′ = N = 100. Shown is the density of Majorana
pairs. On the right is a nanoribbon with armchair edges and N ′ = 173
and N = 58.

pairs of edge states form for each set of topologically trivial
ladders; this is not visible in Fig. 12 but can clearly be seen in
the band structure in Fig. 14, left-hand panel. As these ladders
are trivial, it is not necessary to first close the gap to destroy the
zero-energy states; the four zero-energy states are not protected
and split spontaneously when the angle η is slightly modified
from π/2, becoming non-Majorana localized edge states; see
Fig. 14, right-hand panel.

V. CONCLUSIONS

We have investigated a generic model of inhomogeneous
magnetic fields in two different 2D lattices: square and
hexagonal. In addition to calculating the bulk phase diagrams,
which show some interesting distinctions from lattices with
spin-orbit coupling, we have explored the weak topological
phases. Both lattices exhibit flat bands of Majoranas over a
large range of possible parameter values.

We have considered the stability of the flat Majorana bands
against various forms of perturbation, which break different
symmetries. In those cases where we retain the symmetry

0 20 40 60 80 100
n

−0.4
−0.2

0
0.2
0.4

ε n (t
)

η=π/2

0 20 40 60 80 100
n

−0.4

−0.2

0

0.2

0.4

ε n (t
)

η=1.02π/2

FIG. 14. A portion of the band structure of an armchair-
edged hexagonal nanoribbon in the topologically nontrivial regime.
Flat bands of Majoranas are clearly visible. B = 1, μ = 0, �q =
1/3(cos η, sin η), and � = 0.4; the nanoribbon has a size N = 100
and N ′ = 50. For η = π/2, flat bands of Majorana edge states are
visible. These split as η is varied, allowed in this case as the Majoranas
belong to topologically trivial momentum-resolved systems.

{P,H } = 0, the Majorana states on a single edge do not
couple into finite-energy states; they are protected. This leaves
three possible ways of destroying them. The first is, naturally,
to close the bulk gap. If we do not allow bulk perturbations,
such as altering the bulk orientation of the inhomogeneous
magnetic field, then there are only two possible mechanisms
left. The gap-closing points in the 2D band structure can
move, destroying the Majorana zero-energy states as they
pass, or the Majorana flat band states can scatter from the
low-energy states near the gap-closing points. There is a final
possibility belonging to a different class when we have sets of
two Majorana states on an edge belonging to a trivial system.
These can spontaneously gap themselves out as they have no
topological protection, destroying the Majorana states.

If the symmetry protecting the flat bands is broken, then
Majorana bands can still exist under special circumstances,
but they are very easily destroyed by intraband scattering.

One perturbation not considered here is electron-electron
interactions. Currently, there is no universal theory of how
topology should be understood in interacting systems, which
is a highly nontrivial problem. What happens to the flat bands
observed here in the presence of interactions is an interesting
open question. One may expect, in analogy to other cases,
that the flat bands gain a dispersion, leaving only a single
pair of Majorana bound states. In this case, the edge states
could be amenable to a description as a Luttinger liquid.
Alternatively, the topological protection may survive for weak
interactions, as would be present for the Shiba states under
consideration, in which case the Majorana bands could survive.
We note that even if the interaction preserves the chiral
symmetry protecting the flat bands, as they appear due to a
weak topological effect, they are not guaranteed to survive.
Answering this question is beyond the scope of the present
paper.

The Majorana edge states belonging to the weak topological
phases can be seen for lower parameter values than those
associated with bulk topological order. This may facilitate their
experimental feasibility in comparison with other 2D lattice
models. For lattices composed of Shiba states formed around
magnetic adatoms, the effective intersite hopping is much
smaller than in a typical lattice and the necessary phases should
be feasible. However, it should be noted that such lattices
may also contain higher-order processes not considered in the
simple models used here, which could alter the positions of
the phase boundaries. An application of these ideas to specific
experimental setups, including all necessary processes, is one
possible interesting extension of this work.
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APPENDIX A: FOURIER TRANSFORMS

In momentum space, the Nambu basis vector becomes
�̃�k = (ψ̃�k,↑,ψ̃�k,↓,ψ̃

†
−�k,↓,−ψ̃

†
−�k,↑)T . For the square lattice, we
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use the standard discrete Fourier transform,

ψj,σ = 1√
N

∑
�k

ei�k· �Rj ψ�k,σ ,

(A1)
�k =

(
2πn

Nx

,
2πm

Ny

)
,

with n = 1,2, . . . ,Nx , m = 1,2, . . . ,Ny , and N2 = NxNy .
�Rj = (xj ,yj ) is the real-space coordinate of lattice site j , with

a lattice spacing a = 1.
We also explicitly give here the Fourier transform we use

for the hexagonal lattice. Consider the two-dimensional tight-
binding Hamiltonian,

H0 = −t
∑

〈i,j〉,σ
ψ

†
iσψjσ , (A2)

defined on a honeycomb lattice. Here, t is a hopping matrix
element and ψ

†
iσ creates a particle of spin σ on site i. If we

set periodic boundary conditions (PBCs) in both directions,
then this can be straightforwardly diagonalized by a Fourier
transform. Let

�R(x,y) =
{√

3x +
√

3

2
[1 − (−1)y],

3

2
y

}
(A3)

be the position of the A atom in a unit cell labeled by the
integers x and y; see Fig. 15. The nearest neighbors to the B
atoms are characterized by the vectors

{�δ} =
{(√

3

2
,−1

2

)
,

(
−

√
3

2
,−1

2

)
,(0,1)

}
. (A4)

The Hamiltonian can be rewritten as

H0 = −t
∑

x,y,{�δ},σ
c†σ [ �R(x,y)]cσ [ �R(x,y) + �δ] + H.c. (A5)

For standard periodic boundary conditions, the Fourier
transform is

ψσ [ �R(x,y)] = 1√
N2

∑
�k

ei�k· �R(x,y)ψ�k,σ ,

(A6)
�k =

(
2πn

Nx

√
3
,
4πm

3Ny

)
,

FIG. 15. A schematic of a small hexagonal nanoribbon with
zigzag edges along x̂ and armchair edges along ŷ. We stick to this
orientation of the nanoribbons throughout this paper.

with n = 1,2, . . . ,Nx , m = 1,2, . . . ,Ny , and N2 = NxNy is
the number of unit cells.

The Fourier transforms for open boundaries along one
direction and periodic along the orthogonal direction are
slightly different due to the different periodicity conditions.
When considering a Fourier transform along ŷ for a system
with open boundary conditions along x̂, i.e., an armchair
edge, then the appropriate momenta are k = 2πm/(3N ), with
N = Ny/2 the number of repeated armchairs along the edge.
Here, N ′ = 2Nx is the number of sites in each effective wire.
In this case, we leave the sublattice explicit. For a Fourier
transform along x̂, applied to a system with open boundary
conditions along ŷ, i.e., the zigzag-edged case, the appropriate
momenta are k = 2πn/(

√
3N ), with N = Nx the number of

repeated zigzags along the edge, and N ′ = Ny the number of
sites in an effective wire. It is then convenient to relabel the
sublattice index such that the B sites are given by �n,σ,2j+1

and the A sites are given by �n,σ,2j for j = 1,2, . . . ,N ′/2.

APPENDIX B: TOPOLOGICAL PHASE DIAGRAM FOR
INTRINSIC SPIN-ORBIT COUPLINGS

First we will recap what is known for the standard square-
lattice case [2,19,20,22,23]. We will start with the square lattice
with Rashba spin-orbit interactions,

H = H0 + HZ + HR, (B1)

with HR given by Eq. (10). In HZ, we set �q = (0,0), i.e., a
homogeneous Zeeman field orientated along the z direction.

After a Fourier transform with periodic boundary condi-
tions (PBCs) imposed in both directions (see Appendix A),
the system can be written as H = ∑

�k �
†
�kH(�k)��k , with

H(�k) =

⎛
⎜⎜⎜⎜⎝

f (�k) + B L�k −� 0

L∗
�k f (�k) − B 0 −�

−� 0 B − f (�k) L∗
−�k

0 −� L−�k −f (�k) − B

⎞
⎟⎟⎟⎟⎠,

(B2)

where

f (�k) = −t(cos[kx] + cos[ky]) − μ, (B3)

and

L�k = −iα sin[kx] − α sin[ky] (B4)

is the spin-orbit term which vanishes at the four
time-reversal invariant (TRI) points �̂(1,2,3,4) =
({π,π},{π,2π},{2π,π},{2π,2π}).

The Hamiltonian at the TRI momenta can be written in
block diagonal form as

H(�̂i) =
(
H̄(�̂i) 0

0 −H̄(�̂i)

)
, (B5)

where, in this case,

H̄(�̂i) =
(

B + f (�̂i) −�

−� B − f (�̂i)

)
. (B6)
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FIG. 16. (Color online) Bulk topological phase diagram for a
square lattice with Rashba coupling and PBCs along y, � = 0.4.
Blue is the topologically trivial phase with no Majorana edge states,
red is the bulk topologically nontrivial regime with a pair of Majorana
edge states, and white is the topologically trivial phase with two pairs
of Majorana edge states.

The topological invariant, provided α 
= 0, is then

δ =
∏

i

sgn[det H̄(�̂i)] = sgn[det H̄(�̂1) det H̄(�̂4)]

= sgn
{[

B2 − �2 − f 2(�̂1)
][

B2 − �2 − f 2(�̂4)
]}

. (B7)

When δ = −1, the system is topologically nontrivial and
hosts Majorana states on the edges, while for δ = 1, it is
topologically trivial.

Note, however, that if we impose periodic boundary
conditions along, for example, y, then we have a set of
effectively independent wires labeled by k = 2πn/N , with
n = 1,2, . . . ,N . There are one or two of these wires for which
L�k still vanishes at the relevant TRI momenta, which, for a
simple wire, are kx = π,2π . These are

δπ = sgn[det H̄(�̂1) det H̄(�̂3)]

= sgn{[B2 − �2 − f 2(�̂1)][B2 − �2 − f 2(�̂3)]},
(B8)

FIG. 17. (Color online) Bulk topological phase diagram for a
hexagonal lattice with Rahsba spin-orbit interaction. On the left-hand
side, � = 0.4 and α = √

3/4, comparable to a rotating field with
|�q| = 1/3. On the right-hand side, we take � = 0.4 and α = 0.1,
showing the Majorana states to be found near the Van Hove singularity
and the bottom of the band.

for k = π , which is only present for even Ny , or for k = 2π :

δ2π = sgn[det H̄(�̂2) det H̄(�̂4)]

= sgn{[B2 − �2 − f 2(�̂2)][B2 − �2 − f 2(�̂4)]}. (B9)

As such, it is possible for the system to host four Majorana
states in the topologically trivial regime (as predicted by
a decomposition of the bulk invariant), δ = δπδ2π = 1 with
δπ = δ2π = −1. All other effective wires are trivial and any
Majorana states must occur at the TRI momenta. Figure 16
shows the weak topological phase diagram for nonzero Rashba
coupling. Note that the weak topological phase diagram is not
a real phase diagram, but rather a diagram which show the
number of Majorana edge states, as predicted by the phase
diagrams of the underlying 1D systems.

In Fig. 17, we show the bulk topological phase diagram for
a hexagonal lattice with Rashba coupling, dealt with in detail
in Ref. [52]. This is calculated as for the square lattice, but
with an additional rotation for the sublattice which imposes
the appropriate symmetry of the spin-orbit coupling terms.
The Hamiltonian at three of the TRI momenta is identical,
as for the inhomogeneous magnetic field case discussed in
Sec. IV A. As Majorana states can only exist here at the TRI
momenta, there is no possibility to have more than a single
pair of Majorana state solutions.
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